Moderate – High Particulate Matter (PM10 and PM2.5) Episode 11th – 12th December 2012 – Greater
Glasgow Area
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On the 11 and 12 December 2012 provisional air quality monitoring data from sites throughout the Greater
Glasgow urban area measured elevated concentrations of particulate Matter (both PM10 and PM2.5 ).
Concentrations measured were generally in the air pollution banding Moderate (index 4 – 6) however at busy
roadside sites Glasgow Kerbside (Hope Street) and Glasgow Dumbarton Road, concentrations of PM2.5 and
PM10 respectively reached air pollution banding High (index 7 – 9). Figures 1 illustrates the elevated
concentrations as seen on the Scottish Air Quality Bulletin distributed via the Scottish Air Quality website.
Figure 2 given below illustrates the boundaries between index points for each pollutant. Further information
on air pollution banding and the health impacts associated can be found on the Scottish Air Quality website
(www.scottishairquality.co.uk).

Figure 1: Scottish Air Pollution Bulletin issued during 11th and 12th December 2012

Figure 2: Boundaries between index points for each Pollutant
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A number of factors contributed to the occurrence of this episode, these included; weather conditions,
topography, and emission source.
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Weather conditions over the 11 and 12 December, and leading up to this time, was dominated by a high
pressure system and air masses sourced from the Arctic and Scandinavia. Air masses from this direction
(illustrated in Figure 3 below) normally bring in clean air however the high pressure system created very cold
and dry conditions with temperatures staying around or below freezing throughout both days. It also created
very little or no breeze and large pockets of freezing mist. These very poor pollution dispersion conditions
caused pollutants such as Particulate Matter to re-circulate and stagnate close to their source. This in turn
caused pollution levels to increase over a relatively short period of time.

Figure 3: 4 day Air Mass Back trajectories for 11th and 12 December 2012

These prevailing weather conditions affected the majority of Scotland, however, it was only in the Greater
Glasgow Area that Moderate and High pollution levels were measured. This was likely due to both the
topography of the area and overall size of the urban expanse, and also the high density of pollution sources
within.
Glasgow and its surrounding urban areas sit within the Clyde valley which is surrounded by hills. These hills
cause a basin affect which in turn helps to prevent the dispersion of pollutants in specific weather events such
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as that seen on the 11 and 12 December.
Sources of this pollution are most likely a combination of localised traffic, industrial processes and domestic
fuel burning. Looking at the available air mass trajectories, Saharan Dust models, and other global events (i.e.
forest fires) there is no evidence of any trans-boundary particulate matter being associated with this event.
Figure 4 below plots PM10 concentrations at a number of sites across the Glasgow urban area and shows how
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levels become elevated over the 11 and 12 . Figure 5 illustrates the elevation also seen in measured NO2
concentrations over this time period. Moderate NO 2 was measured at both Glasgow Byres Road and Paisley
central road.
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Figure 4: Plot of Elevated PM10 concentrations across Glasgow urban area sites

Figure 5: Plot of Elevated NO2 concentrations across Glasgow urban area sites
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